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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we define a 2-adjugate mod 2 class of designs obtained by 
application of process of 2-adjugation to the incidence matrix of given design 
and subsequently reducing to modulo 2. General properties of such designs are 
discussed and its application to the class of unreduced Balanced Incomplete 
Block Designs is investigated in detail. It is found that in this case we obtain a 
class of generalized partially balanced incomplete block designs with 2 associate 
classes and with triangular association scheme, but with unequal block sizes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D(u, b, ri , kJ be an incomplete block design, that is, an arrangement 
of u treatments in b blocks such that the i-th treatment is replicated ri( fb) 
times in as many distinct blocks (i = l,..., U) and thej-th block contains 
kj(<u) distinct treatments (j = l,..., b). Clearly we must have 
M = i ri = i kj, 
i=l j=l 
(1.1) 
where M is the total number of plots in the design. 
Let N be the incidence matrix of the given design D 3 D(v, b, ri , b,), 
defined by 
N = (4 (i = l,..., v; ,j = I,..., b), (1.2) 
where nij = 0 or 1 according as the i-th treatment does not or does occur 
in thej-th block. Thus N is a (0, 1)-matrix of order v x b. It is well known 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a design and its 
incidence matrix up to the randomized order of treatments within the 
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blocks of an actual layout of the design. However, this randomization 
does not affect the combinatorial properties of the design. In view of this 
fact, we may use the same symbol N to denote the design or its incidence 
matrix without causing much confusion. 
Consider now a 2 x 2 minor determinant 
(1.3) 
formed by the elements in the i,-th and i,-th rows and the jr-th and j&h 
columns of N(il < i, ; j, < j,). For any values of il , is , jr , and jZ this 
minor determinant has a value equal to - 1, 0 or + 1. If we reduce this 
minor determinant modulo 2, then the possible values of the minor 
determinant are 0 and 1. Take all possible 2 x 2 minor determinants of N 
like the one considered above in (1.3) and write them in the lexicographic 
order for rows and columns of N. We shall thus have a new (0, 1)-matrix 
of order 
whose first row and column will be, respectively, of the form: 
and 
il 
nlsl *1,2 
I I 
nlpl x3 
I I 
nl,v-l 
n2,1 n2.1 Y n2.1 nls3 
,*.*, 
n2.v-l 
nl,, 
n2.v I) 
(I 
xl nls2 
I I 
4s x2 nb-l,l nb--1.2 
n2.1 n2,2 y n3,1 n3.2 I I 
,.**, 
nb.2 nb,2 
(1.5) 
The new (0, 1)-matrix obtained in this way from N can be interpreted as 
the incidence matrix of a new design. Let us call the new design the 
2-adjugate mod 2 design of the given design N, and denote it by N* = 
N(2-adj, mod 2) (cf. MacDuffee [I, pp. 86-871. We have formally: 
DEFINITION 1.1. The 2-adjugate modulo 2 design, N* = N(2-adj, 
mod 2), of a given design N is the one whose incidence matrix is the 
(3 x (3 (O,l)-matrix 
obtained by reducing the 2-adjugate of N modulo 2, the 2 x 2 minor 
determinants of N occurring in N* being written in the standard lexico- 
graphic order. 
In Section 2 we develop a method of identifying the treatments of N* 
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in terms of pairs of treatments of N. We discuss two basic theorems in 
Section 3 in connection with replications of treatments and pairs of 
treatments of N* in blocks of N* in terms of similar data about treatments 
of N. Finally in Section 4 and extensive investigation is carried out of the 
properties of N* when N is an unreduced Balanced Incomplete Block 
Design (cf. Bose [2]). 
2. IDENTIFICATION OF TREATMENTS AND BLOCKS OF N* 
IN TERMS OF THOSE OF N 
Let the treatments of the design N* be denoted by l*, 2*,..., (U(U - 1)/2)*, 
and those of N by 1,2,..., 21. Our first problem is to identify any treatment 
j* of N* by means of a unique pair (i, U) of treatment of N (1 < i < u < V) 
from which it arises when N* is formed as the 2-adjugate modulo 2 design 
of N. A similar problem arises in connection with the identification of 
blocks of N* in terms of pairs of block of N. The following lemmas provide 
a method of such identification (cf. Lehmer [4]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let j be any integer such that 1 < j < v(v - 1)/2. Then 
there exist two unique integers r and m such that 0 < r < v - 2, 
O<m<v-r 
and such that 
j= 
r(2v - r - 1) + m 
2 (2.1) 
ProojY The first term on the right-hand side of (2.1) is the sum 
(t. - 1) + (v - 2) + 3.. + (v - r). Given j, we can therefore always 
determine an integer r 2 0 such that 
r(2v - r - 1) 
<j d 
(r + 1@ - r - 2) 2 2 3 (2.2) 
and hence we can always write 
jz 
r(2u - r - 1) + m 
2 7 
where 0 < r < v - 2 and 0 < m < v - r, since the difference between 
the limits of the inequalities (2.2) is v - r - 1. 
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To prove the uniqueness of r and m, if possible, let 
jr 
r(2v - r - 1) + m = r’(2v - r’ - 1) + m, 
2 2 
where r f r’, 0 < m < D - r, 0 < m’ < v - r’. For the sake of de& 
niteness let r > r’. Then we shall have 
(r - r’)(2v - r - r’ - 1) 
2 
+ m - m’ = 0, (2.3) 
where r > r’, 0 < t77 < ~1 - r, 0 < m’ < ~1 - r’. Now, the minimum 
value of the left-hand side of (2.3) under the last-mentioned conditions 
is greater than or equal to the minimum of the first term + the minimum 
of the second term, which comes out to be 1. This contradicts (2.3), hence 
we cannot have r > r’. Similarly we cannot have r < r’ either. Hence 
r = r’, consequently m = m‘. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the treatments of the design N* are wjritten in the 
lexicographic order (cf. (1.4) and (1.5)), and if an integer j, 1 < j < (3, 
is uniquely written as in (2.1), then the treatment j* of N* is obtained by 
2-adjugation of the treatments r + 1 and r + 177 + 1 of N and we may 
uniquely identifv the treatment j* of N* by the pair (r + 1, r + m + I) of 
treatments of N. 
Proof. If the treatments of N are written in the lexicographic order 
in terms of the pairs of treatments of N, they will appears as follows: 
(1, 2), (1, 3) )..., (1, 21); (2, 3), (2, 4) )...) (2, 21); “‘; (v - 1, 0). 
The first (v - 1) pairs have each I as the first component; the next (v - 2) 
pairs have each 2 as the first component; and so on. Therefore as soon as 
j > (v - 1) + (2, - 2) + ... + (u - r) = r(2v - r - 1)/2, it follows that 
the corresponding treatment j* of N* falls in that group of (27 - r - 1) 
treatment pairs each of which has (r + 1) as the first component. Further, 
when j = r(2v - r - 1)/2 + m with 0 < m < v - r, it is clear that j is 
the m-th element in the set of (2: - r - 1) treatment pairs with the first 
component (r + l), and naturally the second component of this pair must 
be r + m + 1. Thus we have, for j given uniquely by (2.1), the treatment 
j* of N* uniquely identified with the pair (r + 1, r + m + 1) of treatments 
of N, in the lexicographic order (2.4). 
This proves the lemma. 
Similar results can be stated and proved for the identification of the 
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blocks of N* in terms of the pairs of blocks of N. This solves the problem 
of unique identification of treatments and blocks of N* in terms of pairs 
of treatments and blocks of N. 
3. BASIC THEOREMS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the pair (i, j) of treatments i and j of N occur together 
in a block Xij times (i <j; i, j = 1, 2,..., v). Then the treatment u* of N* 
corresponding to the pair (i, j) of treatments of N, is replicated rirj - AL 
times in as many distinct blocks of N*. 
Proof. The structure of the rows in N corresponding to the treatments i 
and ,j of N is clearly as shown below: 
row i 1 ... 1 1 1 ..* 1 
[ 
: o...o : o***o 
rowj 1 . ..I : O...O 1 le..1 : O...O 1 * (3.1) w1 - e m 
f+ij *t+rj rj-Aij b--ri-rj+Aij 
The number of columns in various partitions of the structure (3.1) are 
obviously as indicated under the braces. When these two rows of N are 
2-adjugated and reduced modulo 2, we shall obtain l’s if and only if we 
combine: 
(i) any column of partition I with any column of partition II, 
(ii) any column of partition I with any column of partition III, and 
(iii) any column of partition II with any column of partition III. 
Hence the number of l’s in the row in N* corresponding to the treatment 
u* - (i,,j) of N will be 
X,?(r, - hgj) + &(rj - hij) + (ri - hij) = rirj - A$ . 
This proves the theorem. 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let i, j, k, and 1 be any four distinct treatments of the 
design N and define: 
Oijkt = the number of blocks of N in each of which all the four treatments 
i, j, k, I occur together; 
Oijk = the number of blocks of N in each of which the three treatments 
i, j, k occur together and I is absent; 
Oij = the number of blocks of N in each of which the two treatments i, .j 
occur together and k, I are absent; 
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8i = the number of blocks of N in each of which the treatment i occurs 
and i, k, 1 are absent; and 
8, = the number of blocks of N in each of which none of the treatments 
i, j, k, 1 occurs. 
Let u* and w* be the treatments of N* which correspond to the pairs 
(i, j) and (k, I) respectively of treatments of N, as per Lemma 2.1. Then the 
pair (u*, w*) of treatments of N* occurs together, in a block of N*, A,,,, 
times where 
h U*W+ = eijkdeik + eil + ej7c + ejd + Ceijk + eijd(eikt + ejd 
+ eij7c(eil + ejl) + eikl(eik + ejl) + eijl(eik + ej!J 
+ ejkdeik + eil) + eikejl + eilejk . (3.3) 
Proof. The proof is by actual verification as in the previous theorem. 
There are in all 24 = 16 parameters Oij%c , Oiil, ,..., OO as defined above and 
the four rows in N corresponding to the treatments i, j, k, 1 of N are 
partitioned into 16 sets, one corresponding to each of the 16 O-parameters. 
The set corresponding to any given parameter 6 has as many identical 
columns. 
To find the value of h U*Lw* , we have to seek those combinations of two 
columns from these partitions which on adjugation of rows i and j reduced 
modulo 2 would give 1 and, at the same time, on 2-adjugation of rows 
k and I reduced module 2 would also give 1. It is easy to verify that this 
number of all possible combinations of two columns from the various 
partitions is precisely as given in (3.3). 
Hence the theorem. 
It is worth while to note the internal symmetry of the expression (3.3). 
The following theorem can also be proved by actual verification, as 
the previous two theorems: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let i, j, k be any three distinct treatments of the design N 
and define 23 = 8 parameters eijk, Bii ,..., B,, as in Theorem 3.2. Let u* 
and z* be the treatments of N* which correspond to the pairs (i, j) and (i, k), 
respectively, of treatments of N as per Lemma 2.1. Then the pair (u*, z*) of 
treatments of N* occurs together, in a block of N*, A,,,, times where 
h - eii,u4 + %jk) + eiejk + eijejk + eikej, + eijeik u*z* 
= (ei + eij + eik + eijk) ejk t- eieij* + eijeik . 
(3.4) 
Here also it is worh while to note the internal symmetry of the expression 
(3.4). 
Similar theorems can be formulated and proved for the blocks of N*, 
which would be useful for the study of the dual of N*. 
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4. THE CASE OF UNREDUCED BIB DESIGN 
Let N be the unreduced BIB (Balanced Incomplete Block) design with 
parameters: 
v, b = 
where v and k are any positive integers with v > k > 2. Let N* be the 
2-adjugate mod 2 design derived from it. We have the following theorem 
for this design N*: 
THEOREM 4.1. The 2-adjugate mod 2 design N* derived from the unre- 
duced BIB design N with parameters (4.1) is a PBIB (Partially Balanced 
Incomplete Block) design with two associate classes and triangular asso- 
ciation scheme, and with blocks of k dtyerent sizes. The parameters of the 
design N* are given by 
v* = v(v - 1)/2, b* = (;)/(lv) -l//2; 
n,* = 2(v - 2), n2* = (v - 2)(v - 3)/2; 
k,* = u(2k - u); u = 1, 2,..., k; 
b,* = 9 (,(;j, ; “j; u = 1,2,..., k; 
where b,* is the number of blocks of sizes k,*. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5). 
(4.6) 
(4.7), 
(4.8) 
Proof. That v*, the number of treatments, and b*, the number of 
blocks of the design N*, are as given in (4.2) is obvious from the definition 
of the 2-adjugate modulo 2 design N* obtained from N(cf. Definition 1,l). 
582411/I-2 
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Since the number of replications for any treatment of N is 
and any pair of treatments of N occurs together in 
blocks, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the number of replications for 
any treatment of N* is 
r* = (i 1 :)” - (E z i)“. 
This proves (4.3). 
We shall now define an association scheme for the treatments of N*. 
Let O* and I/* be any two distinct treatments of N*. Then there exist 
unique pairs (i,j) and (k, I) of treatments of N such that 19* N (i,j) and 
#* - (k, 1), and i < j, k < 1. These pairs of treatments of N are deter- 
mined for given 8* and #* by Lemmas 2. I and 2.2. It should be noted also 
that these pairs cannot have more than one treatment of N in common. 
The relation of association for the treatment of N* is based on this fact 
and the association scheme for the treatments of N* is defined by 
DEFINITION 4.1. A treatment #* -(k, 1) of N* is called a first 
associate of the treatment O* - (i, j) of N* if and only if the pairs (i,j), 
(k, Z) of treatments of N have exactly one treatment in common; and a 
treatment T* N (k; ,‘) of N* is called a second associate of 8* - (i,j) if 
and only if all the treatments i, j, k’, I’ of N are distinct. 
Consider now a treatment 8* - (i, j) of N*. There are (u - 2) treatments 
of N, other than i and j; and each of them paired with i or j would give a 
first associate of O* - (i,j). Also the pairs of the (v - 2) treatments of N, 
other than i and j, among themselves, would give all the second associates 
of e* - (i, j) in N*. Hence we have, for the design N*, 
n,* = 2(v - 2), n, = (v - 2)(v - 3)/2, 
as in (4.4). Further, n,* + n2* = t(v - 1)/2 - 1, which together with 
f3* - (i, j) exhausts all the v * = (X) treatments of N*. This also confirms 
the validity and completeness of the association scheme for the treatments 
of N* as given by Definition 4.1. 
We next calculate the parameters p,*u” for the design N*. Let 8* - (i,j) 
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and $I* N (i, k) (j f k) be first associates of each other in N*. The 
treatments of N* of the form (i, 1) (I f j, k) are clearly the first associates 
of both 8* and #*, and no other treatment of N* is simultaneously first 
associate of O* and $J*. The treatments of N* of the form (j, I’) (I’ f i,j, k) 
are first associates of 6* but second associates of +*, and no other treat- 
ments of N* satisfy this condition. Finally, the treatments of N* of the 
form (2, I’) (1 < 1’; Z, I’ f i,j, k) are the only treatments of N* which are 
second associates of 8* and z,!J* in N *. Similar arguments for the two 
treatments 8* and r* of N* which are second associates of each other in 
N* would lead to the matrices 
as given in (4.5). It is clear that this association scheme is the same as the 
well-known Triangular Association Scheme (cf. Bose and Shimamoto [3]). 
In fact we can write the treatments of N* in terms of pairs of treatments 
of N as the following scheme: 
Cl,21 
& * 
(1,3) .-* (194 
(2, 3) a-- CT4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(13 4 (2, v) (3, v) ... * 
(4.9) 
and the usual definition of triangular association scheme is immediately 
seen to be equivalent to Definition 4.1. 
We now show that any two first associates of N* occur together in a 
block of N* same number of times, say X1*; and that any two second 
associates of N* occur together in a block of N* same number of times, 
say &*. To calculate h,*, we make use of Theorem3.3.Let 6* - (i, j) and 
#* - (i, k) be any pair of first associates in N*. In the notation of 
Theorem 3.3, we then have: 
4j& = (/y Ii), eij = ejk = e,, = ; 1 z , i > 
ei = ej = ek = (g I:), e. = (z’ ; 3). 
(4.10) 
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This, together with (3.4) leads to 
Similar arguments, utilizing the fact that 
(4.11) 
and (4.10), in (3.3) lead to 
h2*=4(~-:)l+2(j:7~j(2(~_~j--~r4)1. (4.13) - 
The values of h,* and h,* given in (4.11) and (4.13) are the same as 
those given in (4.6). 
The treatments of N* thus form a two associate class association scheme, 
which is clearly a triangular association scheme. This completes the 
discussion of the structure of the treatments of N*. 
We now turn to the analysis of the structure of blocks of N*. Let us 
assume to begin with and without loss of generality that v > 2k, and let B 
be any fixed block of N. It is easy to see then that there are 
(4.14) 
other blocks of N each of which has exactly i treatments of N in common 
with B, (i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., k - 1). Since 
it follows that these blocks together with the block B of N exhaust all the 
(3 blocks of N. From Theorem 3.1, it follows that the process of 2- 
adjugation and reduction modulo applied to the block B and any other 
block of N having exactly i treatments in common with it will give rise to 
a block of N* of size k2 - i2, (i = 0, l,..,, k - 1). Thus the blocks of N* 
have different sizes and the above arguments show that the possible 
sizes for the blocks of N *are 
k,* = k2 - (k - u)” = u(2k - u); u = 1, 2 ,..., k. (4.15) 
Again let B be a fixed block of N. From (4.14), we see that there are 
(a(::3 other blocks of N each of which has exactly i treatments of N in 
common with B. When B is 2-adjugated and reduced modulo 2 with each 
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of these blocks, we shall obviously obtain a block of N* of size k,” = 
u(2k - u) where u = k = i, (i = 0, l,..., k - 1). We now allow B to vary 
over all the (E) blocks of N, and consider all sets of blocks of N having 
exactly i treatments in common with each of them in turn. This leads to an 
aggregate of 
pairs of blocks of N such that the two blocks in each pair have exactly i 
treatments in common. However, it is easy to see that, in the above 
aggregate, each pair of blocks of N satisfying the desired property of 
having exactly i treatments of N in common is repeated twice. Hence the 
distinct number of pairs of blocks of N such that the blocks of each pair 
have exactly i treatments in common with each other in N is. 
Writing u = k - i, it is clear from the above argument that the number 
b,* of blocks of N* each of size k,* = u(zk - u) is given by 
bu*=t(;)(f)(“,“); u= 1,2 ,..., k. (4.16) 
If M* is the total number of “plots” in the design N*, it is easy to verify 
that 
M* = v*r* = ib,*k,*, 
t&=1 
(4.17) 
where the parameters u*, r*, k,*, and b,* are as obtained in (4.2), (3.4), 
(4.15), and (4.16), respectively. It may also be noted that 
which shows that, for the design N*, 
i b,” = b*, 
as should be. Other relations among the parameters of the design N* 
derived above can be similarly varified. 
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This completes the proof of the theorem, 
We now obtain some additional theorems which give us further details 
about the structure of blocks of the design N* obtained in Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ru* be the number of blocks qf N*, each of size 
k,* (u = l,..., k) and each of which contains a given fixed treatment 8* 
of N*. Then 
u = 1, 2 ,..., k. (4.19) 
Proof. Let the treatment 0* of N* be determined uniquely (cf. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2) by the pair(l, m) of treatments I and m of N. The 
rows in N corresponding to I and m will have the following structure in N 
(cf. (3.1)): 
rowI 
[ 
l*..ljl ... 1 j 0 *** 0 \ 0 ... 0 
row 171 1 . . . 1 ; 0 . . . 0 j 1 . . . 1 i 0 . . . 0 I . (4.20) 
Partition I II III IV 
Each column in (4.20) represents a portion of the corresponding block 
of N. Since we are interested in only those blocks of N* each of which 
contains 8*, we need only consider those blocks of N* arising from exactly 
those pairs of columns in (4.20) which, on 2-adjugation and reduction 
modulo 2, give 1’s. There are three types of such pairs: 
Type (i): a pair of blocks consisting of one column from partition 1 and 
one column from partition II, say of the form (BF’, $2’); 
Type (ii): a pair of blocks consisting of one column from partition I and 
one column from partition III, say of the form (Bit’, B$‘); 
Type (iii): a pair of blocks consisting of one column from partition II and 
one column from partition III, say of the form (@‘, &ii’). 
(4.21) 
To obtain the value of r,*, we have to enumerate the pairs of columns 
(or in other words, pairs of blocks) of N, from among those described 
above, such that columns (i.e., blocks) of any such pair have exactly 
i = k - u treatments of N in common between them (i = 0, l,..., k - 1). 
Let us consider, then, the pairs of blocks of the form (Bf’, B$‘), i.e., 
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of type (i) of (4.21), where one column is from partition I and the other is 
from partition II. The blocks Bit’ and $2’ have already one treatment, 
viz., I, in common. In order that they have exactly i treatments in common, 
we must choose (i - 1) treatments from the treatments of Bit’ other than 
and 111, put them in the block &’ and complete it to its full size k by 
further adjoining (k - i) additional treatments selected from the (u - k) 
treatments of N not contained in B I”‘. For a fixed block Bit’ from partition I 
and for a fixed set of (i - I)-treatments from it other than 1 and ~1, the 
above construction of block of the type $2’ from partition II can be 
achieved in (E-f) ways. When we vary the set of (i - 1) treatments from 
Bit’ other than I and vn over all combinations of (k - 2) treatments chosen 
(i - 1) at a time, it is easy to see that the number of blocks of N belonging 
to partition II and having exactly i treatments in common with the fixed 
block B’t’ is I 
(:I :)(:lk). 
We take now all the (XI:) blocks from partition I in turn, and combine 
them with blocks of partition II so as to get pairs (Bjt’, Bjf) of blocks of N 
of type (i) such that Bit’ and B::’ have exactly i treatments in common. 
It follows therefore that there are 
pairs of blocks of N of type (i) such that the blocks of any pair have exactly 
i treatments in common. 
Similar arguments lead to conclusion that there are also 
pairs of blocks of N of type (ii) such that the blocks of any pair have 
exactly i treatments in common. 
Let us now take a fixed block B$’ from partition II and consider its 
pairs with blocks from partition III. In order that the blocks of such a 
pair have exactly i treatments of N in common, we have to choose a fixed 
set of i treatments from k - 1 treatments of Bii’ other than I, put it in a 
block from partition III and complete it to its full size k by adjoining 
(k - i - 1) additional treatments selected from u - 2 - (k - 1) 
treatments of N other than I?? and the k treatments if Bji’. The number of 
ways of achieving this is 
t 
v-k-l 
k-i-l 1 
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for each fixed set of i treatments selected from the (k - 1) treatments of 
Bj:” other than 1. When this set of i treatments is allowed to vary over all 
combinations of (k - 1) treatments of Bji’ other than I available for 
selection, taken i at a time, and when each set is used to construct pairs 
(@, Bj&)) in the manner described above, we shall have 
pairs of blocks of type 111, corresponding to the fixed block B$ from 
partition II, such that blocks of any pair have exactly i treatments of N 
in common. But there are 
blocks in partition II, each of which can, in turn, be paired with blocks of 
partition III in the manner described above, so that the blocks of each 
pair have exactly i treatments in common in N. This shows that 
24 = 1, 2 )...) k, (4.22) 
where each of the r,* blocks is of size k,* = u(2k - u) and contains the 
given fixed treatment 0” of N*. It can be easily verified that 
i ru* = r*, (4.23) 
u=l 
as it should be. 
This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let r:(l) be the number of blocks of N* each of size 
k,* = u(2k - u) and each containing thefixedpair (O*, #*) of treatments 
of N* which are$rst associates of each other. Then 
r*(l)= (Z_:)(“,k)(l:r:)+(~_:)(vUkl ‘) 74 
u = 1, 2 ,..., k. (4.24) 
Proof. Let the treatments 8* and #* of N* be determined uniquely 
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(cf. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2) by the pairs (i,j) and (i, 1) (i <j, i < 1) of 
treatments i, j, 1, of N. The treatment i is common between these pairs 
because of the fact that 8* and Z/J* are first associates of each other (cf. 
Definition 4.1). The rows in N corresponding to i, j, and 1 will have the 
following structure: 
row i 
rowj 
rowl 
Partition I II III IV v VI VII VIII 
(4.25) 
Each column in (4.25) represents a portion of the corresponding block 
of N. Since we are interested in only those blocks of N* each of which 
contains 8* and I,!I *, the given pairs of first associates in N*, we need 
consider only those blocks of N* arising from exactly those pairs of 
columns in (4.25) which, on 2-adjugation and reduction modulo 2, give 
simultaneously l’s in 2-adjugation of rows (i,j) and of rows (i, 1) and on 
reduction modulo 2, subsequently. There are six types of such pairs: 
Type (i): a pair of blocks consisting of one column from partition I and 
one column from partition IV, say of the form (BF), B:‘); 
Type (ii): of the form (BF), BF”); 
Type (iii): of the form (B$), B::;‘); (4.26) 
Type (iv): of the form &‘, B$‘); 
Type (v): of the form (Bi$, B$); 
Type (vi): of the form (B::‘, B:)). 
The theorem follows on applying arguments similar to those applied 
to the various types of pairs of blocks in (4.21) in Theorem 4.2 to the 
different types of pairs of blocks in (4.26) above. 
It can be easily verified that 
i r;(l) = (f: 1 $(f: I ;, + 2 (;: 1;)” = Al*, (4.27) 
l&=1 
as it must be. 
This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let rz(‘) be the number of blocks of N*, each of size 
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k,* = u(2k - u) and each containing thefixedpair (O*, T*) of treatments 
of N* which are second associates of each other. Then 
+ 2 (11 ;)(E 1 ;)(” ; k; ‘), u = 1,2 ,..., k. (4.28) 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is exactly similar to that of the last 
theorem. In this case, similar to (4.25), we have to consider the structure 
of four different treatments of N, which is divided into 16 different 
partitions. There are 18 pairs of partitions giving rise to 18 different types 
of pairs of blocks of N, in place of (4.26). The rest of the argument follows 
the same pattern as before. It is easy to verify in this case also that 
as it must be. 
This proves the theorem. 
Further work in the exploitation of this idea is in progress and it is hoped 
to publish the results of the investigation in later papers. 
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